Achieving the throughput of one wafer per minute per layer with a direct-write maskless lithography system, using 25 nm pixels for 50 nm feature sizes, requires data rates of about 10 Tb/s. In previous work, we have shown that lossless binary compression plays a key role in the system architecture for such a maskless writing system. Recently, we developed a new compression technique Context-Copy-Combinatorial-Code (C4) specifically tailored to lithography data which exceeds the compression efficiency of all other existing techniques including BZIP2, 2D-LZ, and LZ77. The decoder for any chosen compression scheme must be replicated in hardware tens of thousands of times in any practical direct write lithography system utilizing compression. As such, decode implementation complexity has a significant impact on overall complexity. In this paper, we explore the tradeoff between the compression ratio, and decoder buffer size for C4. Specifically, we present a number of techniques to reduce the complexity for C4 compression. First, buffer compression is introduced as a method to reduce decoder buffer size by an order of magnitude without sacrificing compression efficiency. Second, linear prediction is used as a low-complexity alternative to both context-based prediction and binarization. Finally, we allow for copy errors, which improve the compression efficiency of C4 at small buffer sizes. With these techniques in place, for a fixed buffer size, C4 achieves a significantly higher compression ratio than those of existing compression algorithms. We also present a detailed functional block diagram of the C4 decoding algorithm as a first step towards a hardware realization.
INTRODUCTION
Future lithography systems must produce more dense chips with smaller feature sizes, while maintaining the throughput of one wafer per sixty seconds per layer as achieved by today's optical lithography systems. Achieving this throughput with a direct-write maskless lithography system, using 25 nm pixels for 50 nm feature sizes, requires data rates of about 10 Tb/s. In our previous work 4 , we have proposed a data processing system design capable of delivering tera-pixel data rates as shown in Figure 1 . The success of this design is contingent on a data compression algorithm which achieves 25 to 1 compression ratio on all types of lithography data, and the implementation of a real-time decompression circuitry on the same chip as a massively parallel array of writers.
In a previous paper 1 , we proposed a lossless image compression algorithm called Context Copy Combinatorial Coding (C4), specifically tailored to compress layout images for application to maskless lithography. C4 combines the advantages of LZ-copying, which works well for compressing repetitive circuits such as memory cells, and JBIG context-based modeling, which works well for compressing non-repetitive circuits such as control logic. Consequently, C4 is a single compression technique which performs well for all types of layout: repetitive, non-repetitive, or a heterogeneous mix of both. Compression results show that C4 outperforms JBIG, ZIP, BZIP2, and 2D-LZ, and achieves lossless compression ratios greater than 22 for binary layout image data, and greater than 14 for grey-pixel image data, which is within range of feasibility of our original design. Figure 1 . System architecture of a data-delivery system for maskless lithography For our application to direct-write maskless lithography, the C4 decoding algorithm must also be implemented in hardware as a parallel array of thousands of C4 decoders fabricated on the same integrated-circuit chip as a massively parallel array of writers 3 . To meet this challenge, we present several improvements to C4 which lower its implementation complexity, reduce buffer usage, and improve the compression efficiency of C4 with limited buffering. In addition, we take the first steps towards an ASIC implementation of C4, by breaking down the C4 decoder algorithm into functional blocks, and refining each block, step-by-step.
In Section 2 we present an overview of the binary C4 algorithm. In Section 3, we propose a slight modification to the basic algorithm in order to accommodate copy errors. Although this is a small change, it has a large effect on compression efficiency. In Section 4, we discuss the complexity issues related to extending C4 to compress grey-level pixels through binarization. In Section 5, we introduce linear prediction as a more elegant alternative for extending C4 to grey-pixels, entirely avoiding the implementation issues of binarization. In Section 6, we introduce buffer compression, as a means of reducing decoder buffer usage. In Section 7, we present simulation results to update the compression/decoder buffer tradeoff results reflecting these changes to C4: copy error, linear prediction, and buffer compression. In Section 8, we describe the breakdown of C4 into functional blocks, identifying the most challenging blocks for implementation, and further refining those blocks.
OVERVIEW OF BINARY C4
The basic concept underlying C4 compression is to integrate the advantages of two disparate compression techniques: local context-based prediction, and LZ-style copying. This is accomplished by automatic segmentation of the image into copy regions and prediction regions. Each pixel inside a copy region is copied from a pixel preceding it in raster-scan order. Each pixel inside a prediction region, i.e. not contained in any copy region, is predicted from its local context. In the original C4 1 , copied pixels are required to be correct, whereas predicted pixels may have prediction errors. The positions of these errors are specified by error bits, where "0" indicates a correct prediction, and "1" indicates an error. These error bits are then compressed using Hierarchical Combinatorial Coding (HCC), a low-complexity alternative to arithmetic coding, proposed by us in recent years 2 . If the frequency of error "1" is low, then HCC achieves a high compression ratio.
Therefore, the goal of the C4 encoder is to minimize the frequency of error; we have two strategies for accomplishing this, depending on the properties of the layout. First, non-repetitive layout data tend to be sparse in features, so pixels can be accurately predicted 4 . Consequently, the frequency of prediction errors is low, and the compression ratio is high. Second, dense, repetitive layout data can be easily copied, so that most of the layout is covered by copy regions 4 . Since copy regions are error-free, this also lowers the frequency of error, leading to higher compression ratio. Therefore, central to C4 is the automatic segmentation of the layout image into copy and prediction regions. In the past, we have developed a greedy search algorithm 1 , to maximize the coverage of error-free copy regions in areas where the number of prediction errors is high. Figure 2 shows a high-level block diagram of the C4 encoder and decoder for binary layout images. First, a prediction error image is generated from the layout, using a simple 3-pixel context-based prediction model. Next, the "Find copy regions" block uses the error image to do automatic segmentation as described above, generating a segmentation map between copy regions and the prediction region. As specified by the segmentation, the Predict/Copy block estimates each pixel value, either by copying or by prediction. The result is compared to the actual value in the layout image. Correct pixel values are indicated with a "0", and incorrect values are indicated with a "1", equivalent to a Boolean XOR operation. These error bits are compressed without loss by the HCC encoder, which are transmitted to the decoder, along with the segmentation map.
Figure 2. Block diagram of C4 encoder and decoder for binary images
The decoder mirrors the encoder, but skips the complex process necessary to find the segmentation map, which are received from the encoder. The HCC decoder decompresses the error bits from the encoder. As specified by the segmentation, the Predict/Copy block estimates each pixel value, either by copying or by prediction. If the error bit is "0", the value is correct, and if the error bit is "1", the value is incorrect and must be inverted, equivalent to a Boolean XOR operation. There is no data modeling performed in the C4 decoder, so it is considerably simpler to implement than the encoder, satisfying one of the requirements of our application domain.
EXTENDING C4 TO COPY ERRORS
As previously mentioned, in the original C4 1 , copied pixels are required to be correct, whereas predicted pixels may contain errors. In this paper, we modify C4 to allow some copied pixels to be incorrect, resulting in copy errors. This dramatically changes the automatic segmentation algorithm described previously, and implemented in the "Find copy regions" block in Figure 2 . Specifically, this allows the algorithm to find copy regions which would otherwise have been broken into smaller regions or overlooked. This is particularly beneficial when the search area for copy regions is constrained by limited buffering, resulting in increased compression efficiency. We quantify this effect in our experimental results in Section 7.
Implementing copy errors requires no modification to the high-level block diagram of C4 in Figure 2 . Other than the "Find copy region" block, the remaining blocks are largely unchanged. In particular, it has no effect on the structure and complexity of the decoder. Copy errors are handled in exactly the same manner as prediction errors. At the encoder, as specified by the segmentation, the Predict/Copy block estimates each pixel value, either by copying or by prediction. The result is compared to the actual value in the layout image. Correct pixel values, are indicated with a "0", and incorrect values, whether copied or predicted, are indicated with a "1", equivalent to a Boolean XOR operation. The resulting error bit stream includes information on both copy and prediction errors, and are compressed by HCC. Similarly, at the decoder, the Predict/Copy block estimates each pixel value, either by copying or by prediction. If the error bit is "0", the value is correct, and if the error bit is "1", the value, whether copied or predicted, is incorrect and must be inverted, equivalent to a Boolean XOR operation.
BINARIZATION -COMPLEXITY CONCERNS
The original C4 algorithm is a binary image compression technique extended to grey pixels by through binarization 1 , as shown in Figure 3 . While functional from a compression point of view, binarization introduces the added complexity of a "binarize" block at the encoder, and, more importantly, an added "undo-binarize" block at the decoder. Since implementation complexity of the C4 decoder is critical to our datapath design in Figure 1 , we need to understand the impact of the "undo-binarize" block on decoder implementation complexity. To this end, we begin by describing the binarization process. Figure 4 illustrates the binarization process for an image with 4 grey levels. On the left, the original layout image has 4 grey-levels, ranging from 0 representing pure black, to 3 representing pure white. Each "binarize L" step creates a binary image where "0" represents grey-level L, and "1" represents all other grey-levels. It also leaves behind a residual image with pixels of the remaining grey-levels. For example, "binarize L = 0" creates a binary image where "0" represents level 0, and a "1" represents non-0. The residual leaves only non-0 pixels in the image; all level 0 pixels are removed leaving an empty "." marker in its place. We continue this process by applying "binarize L = 3" and finally "binarize L = 1". As the binarization process continues, the residual image resulting from on "binarize L" step is fed into the next "binarize L´" step. In each "binarize L´" step the empty "." pixels from the previous step are untouched, and the resulting output is yet another binarized image L´ and residual image, as shown in Figure 4 . As binarization progresses, the resulting binarized and residual images evolves with more empty "." pixels, until the residual image is entirely made of empty "." pixels. At this time, the binarization process at the encoder is complete.
The order of binarization is determined by the frequency of occurrence of each grey level in the layout image, beginning with the most frequent, and ending with the least frequent. In most layouts with N grey levels, the frequency of black level 0 is the highest, and therefore, binarized first. This is followed by white level N-1, and the remaining grey levels in random order, depending on the statistics of the layout.
Each of the binarized images, encircled by dashed lines in Figure 4 , is separately compressed by a binary C4 encoder, and decompressed by the binary C4 decoder. Empty "." pixels act as placeholders, from a conceptual point of view, in order to properly structure the binarized images during binarization and de-binarization. For instance, "binarized image L = 3" is represented as "1000". Without placeholders, the C4 decoder does not know to place these bits in the lower 
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Binarize Layout placeholders right hand corner of the image. The placeholders, however, are not transmitted from the encoder to the decoder. This is because the first "binarized image L = 0" is guaranteed to contain no placeholders, and from that image, subsequent placeholders can be regenerated by the "Undo Binarize" block. Thus, the de-binarization order of the grey levels is the same as the binarization order.
Figure 4. Binarization of a grey-pixel image
To undo the binarization at the C4 decoder, we begin to reconstruct the original grey-pixel layout one grey level at a time from the sequence of binarized images. The process is shown in Figure 5 . Each "binarized image L" partially fills the grey-pixel layout with pixels of level L. Then, the placeholder map necessary to reconstruct the next binarized image is created by inverting the partially-filled grey-pixel layout; that is, filled pixels with values become an empty "." placeholder, and empty pixels are given a dummy value "0". For example, first, the binary C4 decoder decompresses "Binarized image L = 0"; no placeholders are needed for this step. Next, "0" in the binarized image is reconstructed as level 0, and "1" is left empty ".", forming "grey-pixel layout level 0". Next, we invert "grey-pixel layout level 0" to produce placeholders. Next, using these placeholders, the binary C4 decoder decompresses "binarized image L = 3". Next, each "0" in the binarized image is replaced by a level 3 in the grey-pixel layout, forming "grey-pixel layout level: 0,3". Again, we invert the grey-pixel layout to produce placeholders. Using these placeholders, the binary C4 decoder decompresses "binarized image L = 1". Finally, we fill in the last remaining pixel in the grey-pixel layout by replacing the "0" in the binarized image, with a level 1 grey pixel. Thus, the same order in which binarized images are generated at the encoder is used in the decoder to undo binarization.
The main complexity of "Undo-binarize" has to do with maintaining a partially filled, grey-pixel layout, which is reconstructed using multiple passes, in an unpredictable order depending upon the structure of the layout. Performing "Undo-binarize" in this fashion requires the use of a memory buffer capable of storing the entire block of layout being de-binarized, which for our test layout images, is 1024 × 1024 × 5-bits or 5 Mbits of buffer. In fact, the size of this debinarization buffer is larger than the C4 decoder buffer used for copying, as analyzed in 1 . While a buffer of this size is insignificant for a desktop computer, it becomes prohibitive for a large array of decoders to be fabricated on the same substrate as the writers.
It is conceivable to possible subdivide the entire image into smaller sub-blocks in order to reduce buffer size in "undobinarize". The binary C4 algorithm, however, would still need to be applied to the entire image to preserve compression efficiency 1 . Consequently, after each "binarized image" sub-block is decompressed, the binary C4 decoder is left in a . .
partially decoded state which must be preserved in memory, one state for each binarization level. In addition, stateswapping creates latency in the decoder, leading to slower decoding speeds, as well as the additional control circuitry needed to implement it. We believe that linear prediction, presented in the next section, is a more elegant alternative to binarization for extending binary C4 to grey-pixels; it also results in lower implementation complexity. 
LINEAR PREDICTION
To extend C4 to encode 5-bit grey-pixel layout image through linear prediction, we modify the prediction mechanism, and the representation of the error, as compared to original binary C4 encoding and decoding 1 . Specifically, the local 3-pixel binary context based prediction mentioned in Section 3, is replaced by 3-pixel grey linear prediction with saturation, to be described later; furthermore, in places of prediction or copy error, where "1" is used to denote an error bit, we use a grey-level error value to indicate the correct value of that pixel. The resulting algorithm is called C4 with Linear Prediction, denoted by C4+LP, and the block diagram of the C4+LP encoder and decoder is shown in Figure 6 .
First, a prediction error image is generated from the layout, using a simple 3-pixel linear prediction model. The error image is a binary image, where "0" denotes a correctly predicted grey-pixel value and "1" denotes a prediction error. The copy regions are found as before in binary C4, with no change in the algorithm. As specified by the copy regions, the Predict/Copy generates pixel values either using copying or linear prediction. The result is compared to the actual value in the layout image. Correctly predicted or copied pixels are represented by a "0", and incorrectly predicted or copied pixels are represented by a "1", together with a grey-level error value indicating the true value of the pixel. We call the stream of "0" and "1", indicating the location of incorrectly predicted or copied pixels, error bits. This binary stream is compressed by the HCC encoder. As with binary C4, the grey-pixel C4 decoder mirrors the encoder, but skips the complex steps necessary to find the copy regions. The Predict/Copy block generates pixel values either using copying or linear prediction according to the copy regions. The HCC decoder decompresses the error bits, and the Huffman decoder decompresses the error values. If the error bit is "0" the prediction or copy is correct, and if the error bit is "1" the prediction or copy is incorrect and the actual pixel value is the error value.
Our proposed linear prediction mechanism for grey-pixel C4 is analogous to the context-based prediction used in binary C4. Each pixel is predicted from its 3-pixel neighborhood as shown in Figure 7 . Pixel z is predicted as a linear combination of its local 3-pixel neighborhood a, b, and c. If the prediction value is negative or exceeds the maximum allowed pixel value max, the result is clipped to 0 or max respectively. The intuition behind this predictor is simple: pixel b is related to pixel a, the same way pixel z relates to pixel c. For example, if b = a, as in a region of constant intensity, then z = c, continuing that region of constant intensity. Also, if there is a step up from a to b, such that a + d = b, as in a vertical edge, there should be an equivalent step up from c to z, such that c + d = z, continuing that vertical edge. Likewise, if there is a step up from a to c, such that a + d = c, as in a horizontal edge, there should be an equivalent step up from b to z, such that b + d = z, continuing that horizontal edge. Thus, these equations predict horizontal and vertical edges, as well as regions of constant intensity. Interestingly, this linear predictor can also be applied to a binary image by setting max = 1, resulting in the same predicted values as binary context-based prediction. It is also similar to the median predictor used in JPEG-LS 13 .
Figure 7. 3-pixel linear prediction with saturation used in grey-pixel C4
From the algorithm in Figure 7 , it is also clear that the implementation of linear prediction is simple, involving 5-bit addition, subtraction, and overflow detection for 5-bit grey-level pixels. Linear prediction enables us to entirely avoid the added complexity of "Undo-binarize" and its associated buffering or state-swapping requirements, presented in the previous section. The compression ratios achieved by binarization and linear prediction are nearly identical, and in fact, does not affect the compression results we report in Section 7. Consequently, linear prediction is our method of choice for grey-pixel C4 compression.
BUFFER COMPRESSION
Among the various blocks of the C4+LP decoder in Figure 6 , the Layout Buffer, which supplies data for Predict/Copy, remains the largest single block of memory in the decoder, and, most likely, the largest single block in physical size as well. The size of this buffer ranges from 10kbits to 5Mbits, depending on the number of stored rows of the layout used to support copy operations 1 . Buffer compression addresses this issue by storing the incoming, already compressed, data from the encoder in a buffer, so that more rows may be stored using less memory. We can then reuse this data by copying from the compressed domain as necessary. The resulting algorithm, C4 with Buffer Compression and Linear Prediction (C4+BC+LP), represents a significant departure from C4+LP algorithm described in Section 5, although the basic premise of combining the benefit of copying and context-based prediction remains the same. We describe C4+BC+LP in detail in the remainder of this section.
As in C4+LP, C4+BC+LP begins by computing the prediction error image of the layout. Recall from Section 5, each pixel of the layout image is linearly predicted from its neighbors, and results in a prediction (error bit, error value) pair, where (0, no value) indicates a correct prediction, and (1, error value) indicates a prediction error. Here, we name this (error bit, error value) pair, an error pixel, and together all the error pixels form a prediction error image.
In C4+BC+LP, we find copy regions not on the original layout image, but instead, on this prediction error image. We interpret these copy regions as follows: each error pixel inside a copy region is copied from an error pixel preceding it in raster order; each error pixel outside a copy region is compressed and transmitted from encoder to decoder, where the error bits are compressed using HCC, and error values are compressed using Huffman coding. Therefore, the result is not a segmentation on the layout image, between prediction and copy regions; rather, all pixels in the layout image are predicted. Specifically, it is a segmentation on the prediction error image, between transmit and copy regions, where the transmit region is composed of all error pixels not contained in a copy region.
This method of copying in the prediction error domain, as described in BC, performs because there is a close relationship between the layout image, and the prediction error image. In particular, dense repetitive layout images, as seen in Figure 8a , also have dense repetitive prediction error images, as seen in Figure 8b . In fact, the correspondence is so close, that copy regions found on the prediction error image are very similar to copy regions found on the original image, with the exception that copy errors, as described in Section 3, are not allowed in C4+BC+LP. We have chosen to omit copy errors within BC by design, as it requires an additional compressed copy error stream from encoder to decoder. This additional stream adds complexity to the encoder and decoder, unlike copy errors in Section 3 which requires no change to the decoder structure. This is in contradiction with our stated goal for buffer compression, which is to reduce implementation complexity of the decoder. Nonetheless, from a conceptual point of view, integrating copy errors into the C4+BC+LP framework remains a possibility for future research.
(a) (b) Figure 8 . Dense repetitive layout image data and its resulting prediction error image Figure 9 is a block diagram of the C4+BC+LP encoder and decoder. At the encoder, first the prediction error image is computed from the layout using linear prediction. Next Find Copy Regions block automatically segments the prediction error image as described above, generating a segmentation map between copy regions and transmit regions. In the Predict/Compare block, for each pixel inside the transmit region, we compute a prediction error pixel, i.e. an (error bit, error value) pair. For each pixel inside a copy region, we skip this step: these error pixels are generated via copying at the decoder. Error bits and error values from error pixels inside transmit regions are compressed by the HCC encoder and Huffman encoder, respectively. The compressed error bits and error values are transmitted to the decoder, along with the segmentation information.
Figure 9. Block diagram of C4+BC+LP encoder and decoder. CEB and CEV stand for compressed error bits and compressed error values, respectively.
At the decoder, the Transmit/Copy decodes the segmentation into control signals to determine whether the current pixel is inside a transmit region or a copy region. If the current pixel is inside a transmit region then Merge blocks accepts compressed error bits (CEB) and compressed error values (CEB) from the encoder, but if the current pixel is inside a copy region, the Merge block accepts CEB and CEV from the buffer which stores a compressed version of the prediction error image. The Transmit/Copy block is responsible for generating the correct memory address to read from the compressed prediction error image buffer based on the segmentation. At the output of the Merge block, CEB are decoded by the HCC decoder, and CEV are decoded by the Huffman decoder. In addition, CEB and CEV are also stored in the compressed prediction error image buffer, for reuse in future copy regions. The HCC decoder must also supply pixel boundary information to the Transmit/Copy block. Due to compression, the number of bits needed to represent each error pixel varies with the compression ratio. Consequently, only the HCC decoder can determine where pixel boundaries are in the compressed data stream.
Once the error bits and error values are decoded, the Predict block estimates each pixel value based on its context using linear prediction. If the error bit is "0", the predicted value is correct and is the layout pixel value. If the error bit is "1", then the predicted value is incorrect, and the error value is the layout pixel value. Note that in contrast to C4+LP, there is no copying after HCC and Huffman coding.
Latency, compression efficiency, and buffer size reduction of C4+BC+LP
At the heart of the C4+BC+LP decoder is the Transmit/Copy block which must decode segmentation of the prediction error image into transmit/copy signals for merging CEB and CEV. In addition it also manages the memory used to store the compressed prediction error image for copying. This task is made even more complex by compression, because each error pixel is represented by a variable number of bits. If the data is uncompressed, to find a pixel d rows above to copy from, the offset in memory is d × row width × bits per pixel bits. However, because bits per pixel varies in the compressed domain, finding that exact pixel boundary, requires searching sequentially through the compressed prediction image memory via the HCC decoder. To aid in this search, the Transmit/Copy maintains a list of memory pointers corresponding to the beginning of each compressed prediction image row. Consequently, the maximum latency cost to find the right memory position to copy from is, in the worst case, the width of an image row. This search must be performed once for each row of a copy region, for all copy regions. So the maximum worst-case total latency is image width × number of copy regions × average height of copy regions.
This latency is significant, though worst-case analysis is likely to be overly pessimistic. For example, it is possible to reduce the latency by enabling partial HCC decoding. Using partial HCC decoding, it would then be possible to fastforward through the compressed prediction image, block-by-block, rather than pixel-by-pixel. This would speed up the search algorithm by a constant factor relative to the HCC block size. Another possibility is to limit the number of copy regions. Doing so reduces compression efficiency, but it may be a worthwhile tradeoff to reduce the latency of C4+BC+LP.
In addition to latency, BC also incurs some compression inefficiency when compared to C4 compression without BC. As previously mentioned, C4+BC+LP does not allow for copy errors and, as such, copy regions defined on the prediction error image are not exactly the same as the copy regions defined on the layout image. These two effects combined reduce the compression benefit of copying, leading to reduced compression efficiency for C4+BC+LP, as compared to C4 with copy error and linear prediction (C4+CE+LP). Nonetheless, the reduced compression efficiency of C4+BC+LP is a worthwhile tradeoff, when compared to the reduction in complexity offered by the smaller decoder buffer. This tradeoff is quantified in the results section.
Finally, although C4+BC+LP benefits from a smaller buffer for copying from the compressed prediction error image, it incurs an overhead of an extra Predict buffer used to store past layout pixel values for linear prediction. This buffer does not exist in previous versions of C4, because linear prediction shares the same layout image buffer as that used by copy. The size of this Predict buffer is 10kbits, corresponding to 2 rows of a 5-bit grey pixel image, with 1024-pixels per row. This overhead becomes significant when the total buffer size of C4+BC+LP is restricted to less than 80kbits or 10kBytes. This effect is also quantified in the next section.
SIMULATION RESULTS
Throughout this paper, we have made various changes to the original C4 algorithm 1 proposed in 2004. In Section 3, we allowed for copy errors (CE) to increase the size copy regions and improve compression efficiency. In Sections 4 and 5, we motivated the change from binarization, as a means of extending C4 to grey-pixels, to the more elegant linear prediction (LP), which though significantly less complex, does not significantly alter the compression efficiency of C4. In Section 6, we discussed buffer compression as a method of significantly reducing buffer usage by copying in the compressed prediction error domain. In this section we update the tradeoff curves from our earlier paper 1 , between decoder buffer size and compression ratio for various algorithms, including run-length (RLE), Huffman, LZ77, ZIP, BZIP2, and the original version of C4 developed in 2004, which we refer to as C4 SPIE 2004 1 . In addition, we include 2 new curves, C4 with copy error and linear prediction, denoted by C4+CE+LP, and C4 with buffer compression and linear prediction, denoted by C4+BC+LP. Results are shown in Figure 10 .
The x-axis is the decoder buffer size plotted on a logarithmic scale, and the y-axis is the compression ratio achieved on the Poly layer on modern layout image data with 65 nm pixels and 5-bit grey levels. 5 blocks of 1024 × 1024 pixels are sampled by hand from 2 different layouts, 3 from the first layout, and 2 from the second, and the minimum compression ratio achieved for each algorithm on the Poly layer is plotted. The reason for using minimum rather than the average is that in a practical system, the minimum compression ration over a layout determines the speed at which the writers operate. Otherwise, we would need to add yet another large buffer to absorb compression ratio variability, so as to smooth out the data rate. Nonetheless, we have empirically determined that our main conclusion remains the same, if we were to use average compression ratio, or if we were to compare these compression schemes for each of the 5 blocks individually. 
Figure 10.Tradeoff between decoder buffer size and compression ratio for various algorithms on Poly layer
Each individual curve represents one compression algorithm. C4 curves are generated by varying the number of stored rows available for copying from above. We have tested C4 with 2, 32, 64, 128, 256, 1024 stored rows, corresponding to total decoder buffer of 1.7 kB, 21 kB, 41 kB, 82 kB, 164 kB, 656 kB of uncompressed buffer. Naturally, these numbers are smaller when buffer compression is enabled in the C4+BC+LP curve. The buffer size for C4+BC+LP includes the smaller buffer necessary to support linear prediction.
Comparing the three C4 curves, the highest compression ratio, corresponding to 1024 stored rows, is nearly identical. However C4+LP+BC achieves this ratio using 10 times less buffering than C4 without BC. In contrast, comparing the three C4 curves at the smallest buffer size, corresponding to 2 stored rows, all three C4 versions use about 2kB of buffer, but C4+CE+LP has the highest compression at 11.5, followed by C4 SPIE 2004 at 10.0, and C4+BC+LP at 9.5. In addition, the C4+CE+LP is also much simpler to implement as it replaces binarization with linear prediction. This reduction in complexity is not reflected by the tradeoff curves show in Figure 10 , which only consider decoder buffering as a measure of complexity.
Copy errors result in the most benefit when the copy region search area is limited. In this case, copy errors allow for copy regions to be found, which would otherwise be broken up into several smaller regions, or simply go undetected. In contrast, at smaller buffer sizes corresponding to 2, 32, or 64 stored rows, C4+LP+BC has slightly lower compression ratio than C4 SPIE 2004, yet provides no reduction in buffer size, because the buffering needed for LP dominates. Based on these results, the optimal strategy is to use C4+LP+CE with 2 stored rows if buffering is limited to a few kilobytes.
BLOCK DIAGRAM OF THE C4 DECODER
To use C4 compression in a maskless lithography datapath shown in Figure 1 , the C4 decoder must ultimately be implemented as ASIC circuitry built on the same substrate as the array of writers 4 . The first step in this endeavor is to break down the C4 decoder algorithm into functional blocks. Subsequently, each block needs to be refined, step-by-step, down to the gate level, and finally the transistor level. In this section, we consider the first steps of breaking C4 down to functional blocks, and refining the blocks, in particular, the region decoder. We begin with the high level block diagram of the C4 decoder with copy error and linear prediction (C4+CE+LP), as shown in Figure 6 . The reason for choosing C4+CE+LP is two-fold: first, it has the highest compression efficiency on test data when the buffer size is small, and second, unlike C4+BC+LP, it has no latency issue to be resolved.
In Figure 11 , we have slightly rearranged Figure 6 , to emphasize the inputs and outputs. The C4 decoder has 3 main inputs, a segmentation, a compressed error location map, and a stream of compressed error values. The segmentation is a list of copy regions, which indicate whether each pixel is copied or predicted. The compressed error location map is a compressed stream of bits, decompressed by the HCC Decoder block. Each bit in this stream controls whether the Merge block accepts the Predict/Copy value, or the error value input. The error value stream is generated by Huffman decoding the compressed error value input. If the error location bit is 0, the Predict/Copy value is correct and is sent as output to the writers. If the error location bit is 1, the Predict/Copy value is incorrect, and the error value is sent as output to the writers. In addition, the output to the writers is stored in a Layout Buffer, to be used in the future for prediction or copying.
Figure 11. Block diagram of the C4 decoder for grey-pixel images using linear prediction
Of the 5 blocks in the C4, only one is discussed in detail in this section, namely the Predict/Copy block to be covered in subsection 5.1. The implementation of the remaining 3 blocks are either fairly straightforward, or may be extracted directly from existing work in the literature 14 . The function of the Merge block is essentially that of a multiplexer. The Layout Buffer may be implemented using random access on-chip memory, such as multi-ported SRAM, with 5-bit I/O. Other implementation possibilities for this memory, such as a systolic array 14 , are beyond the scope of this paper. We have discussed the Huffman decoder implementation in detail, in a previous paper 14 , even though we note that the symbol table for this 5-bit Huffman decoder for 5-bit pixel values, is about 8 times smaller than that of the 8-bit Huffman decoder presented earlier 14 . This corresponds to a considerable complexity reduction. The HCC decoder likewise is composed of a 5-bit Huffman decoder, a uniform decoder, and a combinatorial decoder, all three of which are straightforward to implement from algorithms described previously using a simple adders and memory.
Predict/Copy Block
The Predict/Copy block receives the segmentation information from the C4 encoder and generates either a copied pixel value, or predicted pixel value based on this segmentation. Data needed to perform the copy or prediction is drawn from the Layout Buffer. In Figure 12 , we refine the Predict/Copy block into 4 smaller blocks: Region Decoder, Predict, Copy, and Merge.
The Region Decoder decodes the segmentation input into control signals for the other blocks. Specifically, it provides the copy parameters (dir, d) to Copy block, and predict/copy signal to the Merge block. The parameter dir, short for direction, indicates whether to copy from the left or from above, and the parameter d indicates the distance in pixels to copy from. Together, (dir, d) are used by the Copy Block to compute the memory address from which to read Layout Buffer, using a shifter and adder. The Predict block performs linear prediction as described previously in Section 5, In contrast, the Region Decoder is considerably more complex than the other 3 blocks. The segmentation input is a list of copy regions, as described our previous paper 1 . From an implementation point of view, each copy region can be thought of as a rectangle in an image at location (x,y), height of h, width of w, and "color" of (dir, d). All areas outside the list of rectangles have a "color" predict. Figure 13 illustrates this visual interpretation of copy regions as colored rectangles. Using this interpretation, for each pixel, the output of the region decoder can be thought of as the "color" of that pixel in the set {predict, (
The problem of region decoding can, therefore, be interpreted as a problem of rasterizing non-overlapping colored rectangles. 
Rasterizing Rectangles
An efficient algorithm for rasterizing Mahattan-style rectangles is well-known in the computational geometry literature as part of a family of plane-sweep algorithms 15 . We discuss the algorithm here only to explain the data structures needed to implement Region Decoder in hardware. Plane-sweep works by using a horizontal sweepline that moves from the top to the bottom of the image, as illustrated in Figure 14 . We call rectangles intersecting the sweepline active regions. Information on active regions is maintained in an active region list. The list is ordered by x-position of each active region from left to right. For example, in sweepline 1 , there is one rectangle in the active region list.
Traversing from left to right within a sweepline, there are a series of segments of constant color, alternating between predict and (dir, d). Therefore, decoding a sweepline into pixels becomes a simple matter of outputting a series of (color, width) pairs to a run-length decoder where color alternates between predict and (dir, d). This can be done by simply traversing the active region list, in order from left to right and outputting the (x, w, dir, d) for each active region. For example, in sweepline 1 , there is one active region. From its (x, w, dir, d) we can compute the following: the first segment is (predict, x − 0), the next segment is ((dir, d), w) , and the last segment is (predict, 1024 − (x + w)). In general, the predict segment between two active regions i and i+1 is (predict, x i+1 − (x i + w i )), and the segment corresponding to active region i is ((dir i , d i ) , w i ). Next, we consider how to advance the sweepline row-by-row. As the sweepline advances from sweepline 1 to sweepline 2 , there is no change in the active region list, but the residual height of the active region, defined as the distance from the sweepline to the bottom of the active region, decreases. When the sweepline advances to sweepline 3 , a new region becomes active which must be inserted into the list of active regions in the correct order. When the sweepline advance to sweepline 4 , the residual height of the left active region is reduced to zero, so that region now becomes inactive, and must be removed from active region list.
Therefore each row the sweepline advances, 4 steps must be taken. First the residual height of all active regions is reduced by one. If any residual height is reduced to zero, that active region is deleted from the region list. Second, we must check for new regions becoming active. This is done by comparing the y-position of a new region streaming in from the segmentation list, against the y-position of the sweepline. If it matches, then the new region must be inserted in the proper position in the active region list based on its x-position. Third, we traverse through the (x, w, dir, d) of each active region to compute the sequence of colored segments, as described above. Fourth, the sequence of colored segments are converted to a "color" value per image pixel, predict or (dir, d). This "color" is the output of the Region Decoder. 
Data Structures
The data structure necessary to implement the active region list on a computer is a sorted linked-list 16 . Each record in the list represents one active region: (x, w, residual height h, copy parameters (dir, d)). These records are not sequentially ordered in memory. Instead, each record contains a link pointer which points to the memory position of the next record. Stepping through the list of active regions involves following the chain of links. Inserting a record into the list involves, stepping through the list to the correct position, allocating space for the record in unused or free memory, and then fixing up the link pointers to add the record to the chain. Deleting a record involves fixing up the links to remove the record from the chain, and then marking the memory position of the deleted record as free. On a computer, unused memory is called a heap, which is managed by the operating system (OS). Of course, there is no room for an OS our decoder circuit, so the memory management must be mimicked in hardware. Figure 15 is a further refinement of the Region Decoder block into sub-blocks for implementing the sweepline algorithm. From top to bottom, the Control block on top controls all the other blocks, and executes the 3 steps necessary to advance the sweepline: Trim() decrements residual height of each active region, and deletes regions with a residual height of 0; Add() inserts new region incoming from the Segmentation stream into the active region list when appropriate; and Output() traverses the active region list, outputting (x, w, dir, d) for each region, which is then translated into (color, w) segments, and rasterized. The Input New Region block helps execute Add() by maintaining the y-position of the sweepline, and comparing it to the y-position of the incoming copy region in the Segmentation stream. If it matches, then it further checks that the x-position of the incoming copy region is correct for insertion to the active region list. The Active Region Memory stores the (x, w, h, dir, d) of each active region in the list. The Raster Segment block helps execute Output() by converting an input sequence of (x, w, dir, d) into a sequence of (color, width) segments as described previously. It also includes a run-length decoder to rasterize these segments to generate the output (predict/copy, dir, d) for the region decoder. The Linked List block controls all operations relating to the linked Proc. of SPIE Vol. 5751 379 list, including stepping through the list Step(), inserting to the list Insert(), and deleting from the list Delete(). It directly controls the link Memory which stores the link information for each record. It also keeps track of the current pointer, which is the address in the Active Region Memory that is being written to, or read from. It also corresponds to the memory address where a record is being inserted or deleted. Finally, the Free Stack block mimics the behavior of the heap by keeping track of which memory addresses are unused or free using a stack 16 . When a new active region is being inserted, Alloc() provides the pointer new, to an unused memory position in Active Region Memory. When an active region is being deleted, Free() marks the current pointer as free. The FS Memory block provides the memory to support Free Stack operations.
Subblocks in the Region Decoder
Figure 15. Refinement of the Region Decoder into sub-blocks.
Overall the Region Decoder involves simple hardware structures, such as registers, memory, adders and comparators, controlled by a cascade of small state-machines, each executing short control commands. Total memory usage is on the order of a few kilobits. The next step in the future towards a physical implementation of the Region Decoder is to implement the state machine controllers for each of these blocks, along with the hardware structures on a FPGA. Although the overall behavior is fairly complex, the physical size of the circuit implementation of the Region Decoder should be fairly modest.
SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK
We have presented several improvements to our earlier developed compression techinque Context-Copy-CombinatorialCode (C4) 1 . Specifically, we introduced the idea of allowing for copy errors, which has the effect of discovering copy regions which would otherwise be broken into several smaller regions or ignored altogether. CE improves the compression efficiency of C4 when available buffer size in hardware is limited, resulting in a restricted copy region search area. We introduced the idea of linear prediction to replace binarization. Not only is LP more elegant and less complex to implement than binarization, but it also results in no loss in compression efficiency. We introduced the idea of buffer compression, which involves buffering data for copying at the compressed input of the C4 decoder, and copying in the compressed prediction error domain. BC reduces the buffering requirements of C4 by a large factor, nearly 10 for the test Poly data, but only when the number of stored rows is large. BE and CE are mutually exclusive techniques, but they compliment each other in that they benefit different regions of the compression ratio vs. decoder buffer size tradeoff curve for C4.
The question remains how applicable these compression ratios are to general layout data beyond the test set. To answer this question conclusively, a significantly larger study is needed, over a wide variety of test layout, involving, ideally, all blocks in the layout. This is certainly a worthwhile subject of future research. In addition, we have presented a breakdown of the C4 decoder into functional blocks, and further refined the most challenging block to implement, the Region Decoder sub-block of the Predict/Copy block. The Region Decoder is essentially a fast color rectangle rasterizer. Although the algorithm remains fairly complex, each sub-block of the region decoder consists of either simple digital circuits, such as adders, registers and memory, or simple state machines executing short commands composed together. Future work involves refining the C4 decoder to the gate level, for implementation on a FPGA, and finally the transistor level, for implementation in ASIC. We also continue to search for methods to improve the efficiency of C4, while reducing its implementation complexity.
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